



































































　Communication is indispensable for human beings to lead a social life. In the COVID-19 crisis, we were under "STAY HOME" and university 
classes were changed to distance learning, making it impossible to communicate in a free style as before. The situation was such that 
everyone suddenly had a disability without any knowledge and was forced to communicate. From a universal design (UD) perspective, when 
there are mental and physical problems, humans balance, complement other functions, and adapt over time. I think that what communication 
in the COVID-19 crisis made people aware of is probably a valuable link to the "essence of communication."  
　I defined "UD of communication" is "Everyone can communicate without stress or feeling of alienation, even if there are differences in 
various characteristics of people such as age, gender, physical ability, language, computer operation literacy, and diversity of environment and 
situation," and I took up this theme in some my classes. Here, I analyze the current situation and issues from the student's reports which based 
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そ の 理 由 を『Blindness cuts you off from things; 
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